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 This research provides new effective and cheap designed system for save 
electrical energy dissipation in all urban area roads and highways. The aim of 
this system is to minimizing the waste electrical power on highways and urban 
area roads. The designed system depends on two Arduino circuit types, master 
and slave. The master Arduino has an ability to detect the day light by light 
dependent resistor (LDR) sensor and cars movements by pyroelectric infrared 
(PIR) sensor, according to these conditions, the master will send a signal by 
XBee module works as transmitter to the following five slaves Arduinos which 
are waiting for a signal and receive it by XBee module works as receiver to 
turn ON the lights for 5 minutes then OFF it if there is no car movement on 
the street. The system can mount directly to the highway lights. The system 
has been tested and applied on the street lights, the system works perfectly and 
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Automation is one of the most important things in life and plays a big role in the world. Automatic 
systems have been widely increasing around the world and the reason is that of the busyness of the population, 
and to make the daily lives of thousands easier and more under control. In this research, the design of a 
highways and urban street lighting system will have proposed for saving huge amount of power in the highway 
streets [1-4]. Basically, lighting the streets and highways is an important part of traffic and it is increasing day 
by day with the increment of traffic density and also increasing of huge power consumed in it. The more any 
city grows, the more highways among cities needed, thus the more lights will be necessary to illuminate the 
highways during nighttime. Undoubtedly, the highways need a lot of power to supply those lights, and that 
becomes quite expensive. Despite its expense it’s also a waste, the reason is on some days you might have 
highway which rarely no any cars drive on. So why should we waste all this energy to keep those lights on 
while no car is on those streets when we can turn them on whenever a car decides to take that road. And that 
is the aim of this research, to minimize the cost to keep those lights on, and to save energy for future use, 
providing an automated, simple, and effective smart street lighting system [5, 6]. 
Energy usage and the board plots at home, business and industry have been effectively executed with 
regards to the shrewd matrix. Be that as it may, general society road light framework has not been taken under 
genuine thought. The immense measure of the electrical intensity of numerous nations is devoured in lighting 
the avenues. Be that as it may, vehicles go with a low rate in explicit timeframes and parts of the roads are not 
possessed by vehicles after some time. Two wide-extending patterns in the public arena today are urbanization 
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and awareness of economic improvement. The urban regions develop bigger which requires new specialized 
answers for the urban foundations to be vitality proficient. One such imperative framework is road lighting. 
More road lighting is expected to fulfill the all-encompassing systems of streets, and numerous road lights are 
obsolete and should be supplanted. As per different past investigations, road lighting is one of the biggest 
electrical vitality purchasers and records for relatively 40% of the aggregate electrical vitality utilization in 
urban communities. This piece of the city framework is along these lines a section which is feasible for the 
regions to enhance and in this way spare both vitality and cost [7]. 
Road lighting establishments are additionally, aside from vitality devouring, urgent as far as solace 
and security since they give lighting to streets, boulevards, open territories, asphalts etcetera [8]. Lighting has 
a huge significance as an urban situation maker and one of its most huge capacities is to give individuals 
direction, help to orientate and give wellbeing. Out in the city, is the place individuals meet and an intriguing 
lighting move individual to remain outside, which thus makes the city safe [9]. The ordinary road light 
framework is the potential buyer of power, and extensive measure of power squandered. 
There are some automation systems that well known to use in electrical power controlling such as 
programmable logic controller (PLC), supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) and Arduino based 
controlling system. The PLC is a device that used mainly in industrial control applications, this controlling device is 
used oftentimes in the industry because it can be integrated with other industrial devices, strong, and its programing 
comparatively easier [10-12]. The SCADA control system could be monitor a real-time electrical power generation 
including hybrid power system contains wind turbine, solar modules with rechargeable battery with ability to 
measuring data [13-15]. Comparing these controlling systems with Arduino based system, Arduino has creative 
inspiration in electronics engineering with controlling purposes. The impact of its revolutionary applications with 
modern ideas has been take attention of researchers around the world [16-18]. For the time being, Arduino is popular 
used because it helps researchers to design more accessible controlling systems due to the simplified version of C++ 
with ATmega328 microcontroller [19].  
This research is intended with designing an automated system based on Arduino, this system must be 
added directly to the lighting system in highways to control the lights ON/OFF depending on the conditions 
under the lights in the highway, and so, this system is an economical energy saving system for highways lights. 
The idea is turning all the street lights off during the daytime and when it becomes night when the roads and 
streets are not occupied by any cars the lights would be turned off. Whenever a car decides to take the road it 
would be detected by a sensor called an IR Sensor and will automatically illuminate the road and turn the lights 
on for that specific car. 
 
 
2. METHODOLOGY AND RESULS OF DESIGNED SYSTEM 
Firstly, it must split the lights in the highway into groups of lights each group has 5 lights, if we 
assume the spacing between light is about 20m then each group will cover 100m long of street. In each group 
has one Arduino master circuit to detect the car movements and send signal to the 5 slave Arduinos to ON or 
OFF the lights of group, as shown in Figure 1. So, the system mainly contains two types of circuits, master and 
slave. The master Arduino also has an ability to detect the day or night time. If it’s daytime, then it will do 
nothing until it becomes night then it detects motion during the night and when detects a motion it will send a 
signal to the following five slave Arduinos which are waiting for a signal to turn ON the lights or not. After a 
fixed time, duration which is set at five minutes if the master Arduino pole did not detect any further motion 
coming from the sensor, it will send no signals which will make the slave light poles OFF after the five-minute 
periods. Alternatively, if it detects new motion despite the fact that its light poles are ON and the five-minute 
timer is processing it will send another signal which will reset that five-minute period. So, according to this 
principle, when the car detected by the master Arduino, the lights will be ON ahead the car with distance of 
100 meter, that means, the 5 lights poles as illustrated in Figure 2. 
In order to get a general idea and be clarified about the system design, a general block diagram is presented 
in Figure 3. The system has 2 main parts, master and slave, for master side, first block is presenting the photocell 
light sensor that detects whether it’s nighttime or daytime, if it is a daytime the switching light process does not take 
place rather the photocell light sensor will wait until the moment it detects darkness so the light switching process 
starts. If it is a nighttime, then the master Arduino will detect the car movement on highway by pyroelectric infrared 
(PIR) sensor. if the PIR sensor detected a car movement it will send a signal to the master Arduino and  
the microcontroller will send a signal to the next 5 Slave Arduino nodes immediately by the XBEE transmitter,  
the next 5 slave nodes will get the signal through a XBEE receiver and will pass it to the microcontroller then  
the slave Arduino will use the relay module to turn the light ON. Then, if there are no cars movements in the street 
for 5 minutes (no signal coming from master node) the lights will turn OFF automatically by the slave Arduinos. 
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Figure 3. The block diagram of proposed system 
 
 
The Algorithm of system will be as following: 
STEP1: START 
STEP2: Master Arduino check the sun lights by light sensors 
STEP3: If there is a Sun light then Step-2 
STEP4: Master Arduino check the movement of cars by PIR sensor 
STEP5: If there is no cars movement move to Step-2 
STEP6: Master Arduino send signal to next 5 Salves Arduino 
STEP7: The next 5 Slaves Arduino turn ON their highway lights   
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STEP8: Slave Arduinos check signal from master Arduino for 5 minutes 
STEP9: If YES there is signal from master Arduino, Then Step-7 
STEP10: If NO, Then the Slaves Arduino turn OFF their highway lights  
STEP11: move to step-2 
STEP12: END 
The Flowchart of system will explain the complete mechanism of smart highway light system.  
Figure 4 shows the master Arduino flowchart, in this flowchart, the process starts the photocell light sensor will 
actively check if it’s nighttime or daytime. If it was daytime, then it will stay idle but if it was nighttime then  
the PIR Sensor will work for car motion detection. This will be met with two conditions, has motion been 
detected? If yes, then it will send a signal to the 5 slaves Arduino to turn the lights ON. Figure 5 presents  
the flowchart of slave Arduinos, in this flowchart, the slave Arduinos’ side has to check if there are any signal 
comes from the master Arduino. If yes then it will turn the lights ON for five minutes, also if a new motion is 
detected before the five-minute is finished then the master Arduino will send another signal that will restart count 
the another five-minutes time. If there is no signal, then it will actively wait for a signal which is shown in  





Figure 4. Flowchart for master Arduino 
 
Figure 5. Flowchart for slave Arduino 
 
 
Covering every required building block of a circuit is very important and essential for a complete 
description of a research and its ideas. The parts that were used in this project, that work in collaboration with each 
other to create an interlocked system that enables us to reflect ideas into reality in a flawless functioning form are as 
follows. Arduino uno has been used as a microcontroller for both sides master and slave circuits, Arduino is  
an open-source hardware and software company, user community that designs and manufactures single-board 
microcontrollers and microcontroller kits for designing digital devices and interactive objects that manage to sense 
and control objects in the physical and digital world. The board is supplied with many digital and analog input/output 
(I/O) pins that may be interfaced to diverse expansion boards known as shields and other circuits. The board has 14 
digital pins, 6 Analog pins, and programmable with the Arduino IDE (integrated development environment) via  
a type B USB cable. It can be powered by a USB cable or by an external 9-volt battery, though it accepts voltages 
between 7 and 20 volts. Arduino uno will serve as a foundation for the exchange of information in this research. 
For detection car movement in the street, the PIR sensor has been used, PIR is an abbreviation for 
passive infrared sensor, which is an electronic sensor that measures infrared (IR) light radiating from objects 
in its field of view. They are most often used in PIR-based motion detectors. The term passive in this instance 
refers to the fact that PIR devices do not generate or radiate energy for detection purposes. They work entirely 
by detecting infrared radiation (radiant heat) emitted by or reflected from objects. A PIR-based motion detector 
is used to sense the motion of people, animals, or other objects. They are commonly utilized in burglar alarms 
and automatically-activated lighting systems. They are commonly called simply "PIR", or sometimes "PID", 
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for "passive infrared detector". That is why PIR Sensors are a perfect match for the research. It is effectively 
compatible with Arduino uno and a great way to detect motion and heat emitting from cars [20-22]. 
A relay is an electrically operated switch. Many relays use an electromagnet to mechanically operate 
a switch, but other operating principles are also used, such as solid-state relays. Relays are used where it is 
necessary to control a circuit by a separate low power signal, or where several circuits must be controlled by 
one signal. The first relays were used in long distance telegraph circuits as amplifiers: they repeated the signal 
coming in from one circuit and re-transmitted it on another circuit. Relays were used extensively in telephone 
exchanges and early computers to perform logical operations. 
In electronics and telecommunications, a transmitter or radio transmitter is an electronic device which 
produces radio waves with an antenna. The transmitter itself generates a radio frequency alternating current. 
Similarly, to the transmitter in radio communications, a radio receiver, also known as a receiver, wireless or 
simply radio is an electronic device that receives radio waves and converts the information carried by them to 
a usable form. In order to have a network of communication between Arduino master and Arduino slave it 
needs some form of medium and the one that has been used in this project are radio waves that are transmitted 
by a device called XBee. Digi XBee is the brand name of a family of form factor reconcilable radio modules 
that come from Digi International. The initial XBee radios came to introduction through the Max-Stream brand 
in 2005 and were based on the IEEE 802.15.4-2003 standard by default manufactured for point-to-point and 
star communications at over-the-air bandwidth rates of 250 kbit/s. There were two models were initially 
introduced a lower power 1 mW XBee and the higher power 100 mW XBee-PRO. Since the first addition, 
numerous new XBee radios have been introduced and environs of wireless modules, gateways, adapters and 
software have been evolved and upgraded [23-25]. 
The XBee radios are all able to be used with the least number of connections power (3.3 V), ground, 
in and out data also known as (UART) Universal asynchronous receiver-transmitter, along with other endorsed 
lines being reset and sleep. In addition, many XBee families have other forms of flow control, input/output 
(I/O), analog-to-digital converter (A/D) and signal lines built in. An adaptation called the programmable XBee 
has an extra on-board mainframe for user’s code. The programmable XBee and a surface-mount adaptation of 
the XBee radios were both introduced in 2010 so they are fairly recent. 
In order to configure the two Xbees to connect to each other it’s required a frequency channel between 
the two devices by setting up Personal Area Network (PAN) ID, and in order to make the configuration happen 
it needs X-CTU software. The XBees need to connect to computer through an XBee USB adapter board. For 
the testing and evaluation purpuse of the designed smart highway lighting system, the master and slave Arduino 
circuits, as shown in Figures 6 to 8, has been built and mounted on the street lights poles with distance 20 m. 
According to the test result, the system works effectively and efficiently with very fast response of slave 
Arduino after the car movement detected by the master Arduino. The saving consumed power will depend 
strongly on the car movements on the highway, if the car movement reduced by 20%, so the consumed power 
also will have reduced by 20% and it will be huge amount of power and reduced the emission of CO2 especially 





Figure 6. Slave Arduino 
 
Figure 7. Slave Arduino circuit diagram 
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This research provides better use of electrical energy dissipation in all urban area roads by 
implementing Arduino circuit (master or slave) with each highway light. The master Arduino circuit includes 
light dependent resistor (LDR) to detect daylight, PIR sensor to detect cars movements, and XBee module for 
communication and send signals to the next five slaves Arduinos. The slave Arduino circuit includes relay 
module to ON or OFF the highway light, and XBee module for communication and receive signals from master 
Arduino. The testing of prototype system has been done and proofs a reliable and fast respond of master and 
slave Arduinos. This research will make an immense difference in the country’s management of energy and 
energy expenditure. It will operate in the best way if integrated with attention and preservation. It is 
unquestionably obvious that the expense of implementing the smart street light system is financially worth 
applying. The money required for the equipment and setting up the hardware in street light poles and  
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